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ABSTRACT
The objective of the study was to analyze the contextual elements that influence the development of the home nursing consultation to individuals with spinal cord injury. A narrative review was conducted in the SciELO, IBECS, LILACS and PubMed data bases. Data were analyzed according to contextual analysis that proposes four layers of interactive contextual relations. These were examined and the analysis enabled the comprehension of the phenomenon (immediate, specific, general and metacontextual). The data were presented in thematic categories: the peculiarities of nursing consultation to people with spinal cord injury (immediate contextual level); the difficulties in assisting people with spinal cord injury (specific contextual level); beliefs, values and psychosocial repercussions of the individual when faced with the spinal injury (general contextual level); and the legal capital of individuals with spinal cord injury: from legislation to ministerial norms (metacontext). The meaning of the phenomenon derived from the analysis enabled its sharing and application in nursing practices.
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RESUMEN
El objetivo del presente estudio fue analizar los aspectos contextuales que afectan la consulta de enfermería en la visita domiciliaria a personas con lesión medular. Se trata de una revisión narrativa en las bases SciELO, IBECS, LILACS y PubMed. El análisis de datos se llevó a cabo según el modelo de Análisis del Contexto, que indica cuatro camadas de relaciones contextuales interactivas de los fenómenos que facilitan a su comprensión (inmediato, específico, general y metacontextual). Los datos se agruparon en subtemas: peculiaridades de la consulta de enfermería a personas con lesión medular (nivel contextual inmediato); contratiempos del asistir a personas con lesión medular en visita domiciliar (nivel contextual específico); creencias, valores e repercusiones psicosociales ante la lesión medular (nivel contextual general); y capital jurídico para personas con lesión medular: de la legislación a las normativas ministeriales (metacotexto). La mejor comprensión del significado del fenómeno estudiado permitió que fuese compartido y empleado en la práctica de enfermería.

Palabras clave: Enfermería; Consulta a Domicilio; Traumatismos de la Médula Espinal.
INTRODUCTION

Nursing consultation is considered to be an important tool developed by nurses for the provision of health care, as this professional activity allows, through the use of scientific methods, the identification of health and disease events and recognition of patients’ potentiality, as well as the outline of interventions in health promotion, disease prevention and health maintenance.1

When it comes to people with disabilities, health care requires the acknowledgment of intervening conditions permeating the existential context of these individuals and their families, whose experience is characterized by the many facets and consequences of disability and also by the events prior to this adverse health event.2

In primary health care, consultations generally occur at Family Health Units (FHU) or at the residence of the ascribed individuals through home visits, which is a key strategy to assist people who cannot go to the health facility. Individuals with spinal cord injury often experience this reality, considering that most of these individuals present mobility problems and impairment of organic structures causing a limitation of their functional capacity. They are often confined to bed, in use of wheelchair and/or with considerable mobility impairment.1

In addition to these facts, there are many accessibility barriers inside the FHU, as observed in a study conducted in the primary health care facilities in the city of Paraíba, Brazil, as follows: absence of handrails on the staircases; doors, floors and counters at odds with the legal standard; improper installation of telephones; water fountain location inadequate for people using wheelchairs or even lack of water fountains or water filters; and inaccessible restrooms.4

From this perspective, when the patient is a person with spinal cord injury, the nursing consultation usually occurs at home. However, in daily practice, it is perceived that nurses face certain challenges and difficulties to implement a nursing visit in the residence of persons with such special need. Often these difficulties have a variety of reasons: lack of preparation of nurses to assist people with severe disability; deficit of material resources, lack of specific care technologies for people with spinal cord injury that may guide the process of nursing work, and even difficulty in overcoming the biomedical paradigm that is still dominant in health services.

The nursing practice continues to face barriers, due to interference from other health professionals, because the working process in the Family Health Strategy is planned by a multidisciplinary team; and due to the need to accomplish several mandatory activities of pre-established national programs considered as a priority by the Ministry of Health (MoH): elimination of leprosy, tuberculosis control, hypertension control, diabetes mellitus control, elimination of child malnutrition, child health, women’s health, elderly health, oral health and health promotion.5

Therefore, nursing consultation for people with spinal cord injuries suffers the influence of a range of contextual factors; it is relevant to understand these dynamics, as well as the interrelationship between these factors.

Considering that nursing consultation involves lightweight care technologies such as competence, sensitivity, planning and relational skills compatible to both the user, family and community needs;6 this study was justified by the possibility of generating knowledge capable of a contribution for professionals training in the field of nursing care for people with disabilities, as well as the reformulation of concepts with a potential to support public policies that guarantee health rights and citizenship achievement for people with spinal cord injury.

By “context”, we understand it as a concept of broad domain in which one phenomenon can be understood in relation to its meaning in the event totality and through a purposeful, systematic and analytical interaction from health professional to this health episode.7

Thus, starting from the assumption that nurses aim to understand care provision and use this knowledge to promote health, and, that nurses can predict, explain and control the effect of their care through purposeful interactions with the context of the phenomenon,7 this study aimed to critically analyze the contextual aspects influencing nursing consultation during home visits to people with spinal cord injury. The questions that guided the study were: what are the contextual elements of the phenomenon “nursing consultation during home visits to people with spinal cord injury”? And how do these aspects influence this phenomenon?

METHODS

This study consisted of a scientific literature review on nursing consultation during home visits to people with spinal cord injury. An advanced online search was conducted in the following databases: Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO), Spanish Bibliographic Index of Health Sciences (IBECS) and Latin American and Caribbean Literature on Health Sciences (LILACS) for Portuguese headings, and in PubMed (National Library of Medicine) for the corresponding English descriptors, aiming to review national and international publications on the studied theme.

The following subjects indexed in the list of the Brazilian Descriptors in Health Sciences (DeCS) were used: “Enfermagem” (Nursing), “Consulta em Domicílio” (Home Consultation), and “Traumatismos da Medula Espinal” (Spinal Cord Injuries). The similar terms in English were selected from the list of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH): “Nursing”, “House Calls”, and “Spinal Cord Injuries.” We used the Boolean operator “AND” in the process of intersection among descriptors. The non-indexed headings Lesão Medular/Spinal Cord Injury and Consulta de Enfermagem/Nursing Consultation were also used to offer more robust
interactions. Finally, we also considered references found from
the articles initially found in the literature review, as well as those
found by manual search. We also included books, doctoral dis-
sertations, and MoH documents for purposes of theoretical and
historical background and further discussion.

For data analysis we considered the Contextual Analysis
model, which indicates the existence of four interactive lev-
el within a context (immediate, specific, general and meta-
context), referred to as layers of relationships that facilitate the
understanding of phenomena. The immediate level is charac-
terized by the most apparent contextual characteristics of im-
mediacy where the phenomenon occurs; the specific level is a
layer that comprises the immediate past and the relevant fac-
tors of the phenomenon at the moment it is occurring; the
general level considers the life understanding of the subjects in-
volved in the phenomenon, which is generated based on past
and current interactions with that situation; and the metacon-
text is a layer that incorporates both past and future in the de-
velopment of a socially constructed knowledge and operates
continuously, resulting in a shared social vision.7

We associated the data collected to each contextual lev-
el. The findings were summarized in a table and organized in
subthemes according to the conceptual perspective of each af-
fected contextual layer. It should be emphasized that contextu-
ral levels are interactive and not static and / or isolated, being
presented in subtopics for easy visualization of each layer and,
consequently, the understanding of it in its totality, so that one
can achieve the Gestalt comprehension of the phenomenon.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The subthemes were named as follows: the peculiarities of
nursing consultation to people with spinal cord injury (immedi-
ate context); the difficulties in assisting people with spinal cord
injury during home visits (specific context); beliefs, values and
psychosocial repercussions of the individual when faced with
the spinal injury (general context); legal aspects for people with
spinal cord injury: from legislation to ministerial norms (meta-
context). The identified subthemes, confronted by the contextu-
tal layers that influenced the nursing consultation in home vis-
its to people with spinal cord injury, are shown in Figure 1.

THE PECULIARITIES OF
NURSING CONSULTATION TO
PEOPLE WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY

The concern about people with disabilities is relatively re-
cent, since for many years these individuals remained as figures
unnoticed by society. From this perspective, health assistance to-
ward this demand is in development, however, one realizes that,
with the advancement of technology and therapies, the survival
of persons with spinal cord injury increased. Therefore, nursing
professionals need to know and apply theoretical frameworks of
their area of expertise focused on the quality care for this type of
subject who exhibits peculiar conditions. Thus, nursing care, be-


sides being grounded by its own theoretical models, should be
done in a careful and systematic manner, and by means of clinical
reasoning that guarantees a minimization of the disability conse-
quences and that facilitates a return to society.4

Given the increasing need for rehabilitation services, it
is important to have nurses participating in multidisciplinary
health teams. These rehabilitation services should consider not
only the acute phase after injury and its direct complications,
but also the long period of recovery after spinal cord injury,
aiming toward a better quality of life, functional independence,
social inclusion and self-care skills.

In this context, nursing consultation needs to be performed
as a legitimized tool for nursing care, and it must be effective in
identifying health / disease status and prescribing nursing mea-
sures in order to contribute to health promotion, protection, re-
covery and rehabilitation of users, family and the community.7

Nursing consultation for people with spinal cord injury
presents different particularities in its patterns because these
patients possibly will present some type of disability, such as
physical and sensory dysfunction, and dependence on others
to perform daily and intimate activities, such as hygiene after
eliminations. Therefore, the nurse faces users confined to bed
or in use of wheelchairs, who often spend most of their time
at home, especially in the bedroom, with high self-care deficits.

Moreover, during the nursing consultation for people with
spinal cord injury, it is expected that nurses observe and intervene
in complications that can arise from the injury, such as neurogen-
ic bladder, neurogenic bowel, neuropathic pain, pressure ulcers,
deep vein thrombosis, urinary tract infections and pneumonia.

Thus, it is understood that the immediate setting of the
nursing consultation for people with spinal cord injury during
home visits is permeated by peculiarities and specificities, a fact
that creates the need for nurses to implement different actions
compared to the assistance offered to other health care users.

THE DIFFICULTIES IN
ASSISTING PEOPLE WITH SPINAL
CORD INJURY DURING HOME VISITS

The performance of home visits by nurses in the provi-
sion of health care should include educational activities to raise
the awareness of individuals about health issues in their own
residence. During home visits to people with spinal cord in-
jury, nurses can encourage self-care and recommend house
modifications in order to facilitate access and homecare.
By using that assistance strategy, one can support an amplified perception of the health-disease process, outlining the care plan with the patient’s family, strengthening comprehensive care, stimulating dialogue and personal autonomy in health care itself, building patient-provider connections and compliance in relationships.6

However, there is no specific instrument for nursing consultation for people with spinal cord injury during home visits, which hinder health care for this demand. Thus, this study supports the assumption that the deficiency or absence of technological resources may cause poor care to individuals with spinal cord injury. This was a gap of knowledge that concerned us, because health work process tools and technologies are important for the articulation of and intervention on patient needs.10

Another barrier is the lack of adequate working conditions for professionals working in primary health care. We can cite as examples the little time for nurses to conduct their activities, including the protocol of priority activities by the Ministry of Health and regular home visits to users of these services. Often nurses reserve one shift a week for this type of activity, in such a way that several residences must be visited in a short period of time. Thus, nursing visits at home become shorter, which may compromise the quality of care. This situation still occurs even with the recommendation of at least three appointments per hour by the PHC nurse.12

Legal capital for people with spinal cord injury: from the legislation to ministerial norms

- National Policy for the Integration of Persons with Disabilities and National Health Policy for People with Disabilities;
- National Primary Health Care Policy;
- Biomedical paradigm – professional training;
- Principles of the Unified Health System (SUS).

Beliefs, values and psychosocial repercussions of the individual when faced with spinal injury

- Negative feelings, such as: depression, isolation, impulsivity, aggressiveness and apathy;
- During the crisis experience, feelings of connection and mutual help may arise;
- Subjective factors.

- Beliefs, values and habits of the individual with spinal injury and his/her relatives;
- Beliefs and values of the nurse regarding family, diseases, disability impact and familiar organization.

The difficulties in assisting people with spinal cord injury during home visits

- There is no specific instrument/protocol for nursing consultation during home visits to patients with spinal cord injury;
- Family affected by assuming the role of caregiver.

- Users with low economic power;
- Lack of adequate working conditions;
- Breach in the confidentiality/privacy between nurse-patient with spinal cord injury;
- Professional disqualification.

The peculiarities of nursing consultation to people with spinal cord injury

- Bedridden and/or in use of wheelchairs patients;
- Patients with a high self-care deficit.

- Patients with complications such as neurogenic bladder, neurogenic bowel, and pressure ulcers.

Immediate Context
Specific context
General context
Metacontext

By using that assistance strategy, one can support an amplified perception of the health-disease process, outlining the care plan with the patient’s family, strengthening comprehensive care, stimulating dialogue and personal autonomy in health care itself, building patient-provider connections and compliance in relationships.6
Another challenge deeply involved in the studied phenomenon is the lack of qualification of some professionals to assist people with disabilities, and especially those with medullary lesion. Unpreparedness is a factor that negatively influences the achievement of nursing consultation, because, as mentioned above, people with disabilities and / or spinal cord injury have specific needs that require specific actions.

It is noteworthy that, in the home setting, all members of the family are included, so that when one is a victim of a spinal cord injury, the whole family is affected, especially when the injury produces impairments in the victim. In this sense, the members of the family must arrange and redesign their routine, giving another meaning to their lives, to better understand the individual affected and learn to live with the implications arising from the injury. Additionally, they need to maintain their work routine and take care of other family members. Such conditions can cause difficulties and moments of anguish and suffering.

Therefore, the changes in the spinal cord injury victim and his family context will determine the restructuring of the family in relation to the degree of disability generated, as well as influencing the importance of family roles developed before and after the injury onset.

Regarding the interference of family members on the nursing consultation, we cited the breach of privacy and confidentiality between nurses and patients. Such a condition may increase embarrassment, reducing the quality of information passed, as well as hindering the patient-provider bond. Privacy and confidentiality can ensure accuracy of the information reported by users, especially in relation to deficits in sphincter control and sexual function.

So, the whole household scenario of a person with spinal cord injury reveals a situation in which all family members are involved somehow in the rehabilitation process and sometimes removes privacy and confidentiality during nursing consultation. Nursing consultation may be disturbed by the overload of activities of the nurse, lack of instruments and / or protocols to guide nursing action, lack of skills, and financial difficulties of the family in acquiring some inputs related to health promotion. Thus, the second contextual layer emerges as the specific context.

**Beliefs, values and psychosocial repercussions of the individual when faced with the spinal injury**

A spinal cord injury can cause disruptions in the individual’s psycho-physical unity, which previously functioned properly – and provide body changes and limitations, causing several psychological reactions such as depression, isolation, impulsivity, aggressiveness and apathy. On the other hand, due to the need of the person with spinal cord injury, and his/her family, to rethink values and continue social relationships, feelings of connection and mutual aid may arise, given the situation of crisis experienced.

These feelings may be present during the home visit, in such a way that the nursing consultation ends up being influenced by these sensations. Moreover, the family habits are contextual factors that should not be ignored; otherwise the consultation might be ineffective due to lack of approval of family members – the main care providers.

The family environment of the person with spinal cord injury is permeated by beliefs, values and relationship dynamics specific to each family. Thus, when performing the consultation, nurses should be aware of the feelings of those involved in the process, such as fear, uncertainty and suffering. Spinal cord injury affects the entire family, so one should consider possible changes in the dynamics of conflict and performance of roles within the family. Nurses should also realize that he/she, as a nurse/human being, also shares beliefs and values about themes, such as: family, diseases, impact of the disabilities, and familiar organization.

In respect to beliefs of the individuals involved in assisting people with spinal cord injuries in the home environment, another relevant factor is the remaining idea that primary health care is a simple, low cost alternative to care provision with little use of technological resources. In another study of contextual analysis, the category “cultures and beliefs about primary health care” showed the assertion that users classify public health actions as being of low quality and with many operational problems, a fact that generated feelings of dissatisfaction and distrust among users.

From this perspective, it is understood that there are subjective factors interfering with nursing consultation for people with spinal cord injury in the home environment, which are derived from interpretations generated by past and current interactions. Therefore, this situation is interconnected with the broader picture of the phenomenon studied.

**Legal capital for people with spinal cord injury: from legislation to ministerial norms**

In an attempt to meet the demands of people with disabilities, the Brazilian government enacted the National Policy for the Integration of Persons with Disabilities and the National Health Policy for People with Disabilities. These guidelines recommend: comprehensive health care, promotion of quality of life, organization of health care services for people with disabilities, and training of human resources to assist these people. Besides the legislation mentioned above, the very principles of the Unified Health System (SUS) also advocate equity,
comprehensiveness and universality of care. However, people with disabilities, especially individuals with spinal cord injury, are still struggling to obtain employment and access goods and services, including health care.11

As for health care, Primary Health Care (PHC) is responsible for a large part of the rehabilitation and social inclusion process of people with spinal cord injury. The MoH normalizes PHC through the National Primary Health Care Policy (ordinance 2.488/GM/2011). This ordinance indicates that the PHC work process should enable “comprehensive and continuous primary care, organized to a geographically ascribed population, with guaranteed access to diagnosis and laboratory support” and the development of “actions on risk groups and on behavioral, dietary and/or environmental risks”, in order to prevent the onset of preventable disease and adverse events. Within PHC, health professionals should seek technical efficiency as well as the comprehension of the needs that emerge in the dynamics of individuals and their family’s life.22

Thus, nurses working in the Family Health Strategy – also normalized by the aforementioned ordinance – could have a prominent role in health promotion, rehabilitation and socialization of patients with spinal cord injury, as nurses are able to monitor more directly and consistently the health-disease events of these people. However, care for people with spinal cord injury in PHC facilities is characterized by difficulties in scheduling medical appointments and laboratory tests, barriers in communication among services, and lack of care continuity.23 Such barriers perceived in PHC may result from the biomedical model still prevalent in health practices and from the influence of positivism and behaviorism in academic curricula. In this sense, in a society with different beliefs, values and cultures, nursing actions remain under a mechanistic and reductionist interface rather than that of a comprehensive care, where the concept of a socially determined health-disease process is considered.22

Thus, changes in the training of professionals are urgent, aiming toward a comprehensive, reflective and patient-centered care profile. Furthermore, it is pertinent to redesign public policies for people with disabilities, as well as to raise operational changes within society in the fight against prejudice and social exclusion. In this sense, it is believed that we contemplated the metacontext of the studied phenomenon, which has reflected the other levels of contextual relations of nursing consultation during home visits for people with spinal cord injury.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

This study allowed a better comprehension of nursing consultation during home visits to people with spinal cord injury. We achieved a critical analysis of the interrelated key contextual issues that influenced the aforementioned phenomenon, contributing to a reflection on the challenges faced to achieve care for this population, so that the meaning of the phenomenon could be better understood, allowing this knowledge to be shared and applied in further studies, as well as in the daily health service activities.

The study revealed that nursing consultations for people with spinal cord injury in primary health care should not be performed in the same way it is offered to other individuals in the plural society, considering that people with disabilities have unique needs requiring specific health actions. In this perspective, several contextual factors were involved in this phenomenon, which were continuously interacting among each other and influencing care. Important elements need to be considered: the immediate conditions of people with spinal cord injuries, such as physical and self-care limitations; specific difficulties faced by nurses in their practice, such as lack of skills, lack of working conditions and lack of care technologies for people with spinal cord injury. Plus, more general conditions, such as negative feelings, beliefs and values of people with spinal cord injury and their family, as well as nurses themselves; and finally, the metacontextual conditions represented by public policies.

It is believed that nurses can develop nursing care and assistance activities for people with spinal cord injury, considering these individuals’ peculiarities, without losing sight of the individual/family binomial. While working with the family, nurses should preserve the privacy of the spinal cord injury patient during the consultation.

Regarding nursing process work, we suggest the development and the validation of an instrument/protocol capable of guiding nursing consultation during home visits for people with spinal cord injury, so that nurses can focus on self-care abilities. Activities of PHC nurses need to be rethought in order to offer better working conditions, less overload of activities, and improvement of the care quality. Training courses for nurses on people with spinal cord injury care are also necessary.

It is urgent that nurses exercise their sensitivity to perform care. They should consider the beliefs, values and experiences of people with spinal cord injuries and their families, as well as self-monitor their own feelings so that they do not interfere negatively in the health care offered.

Finally, we conclude that we must pursue the strengthening of public policies that defend the rights of persons with disabilities, foster academia curricula to enable comprehensive and reflective care rather than the biomedical model, as well as raise awareness around operational barriers that people with spinal cord injuries face, to address them and achieve the process of socialization. Thus, these people may have the conditions to fully exercise their right of citizenship and assume the responsibility for their own life and health.
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